
C++ vs. Java

Java bears a strong (intentional) relationship to the widely used C++ programming language. There are, however,
a number of significant differences, the most significant of which include:

Data Types: In C/C++ many data types (such as int) are hardware dependent. In Java, the size and manner of
representation of data is specified, to facilitate machine independence of code.

References vs. Pointers: In C/C++, variables that contain addresses of data and functions, pointers, can be
declared. In Java, no addresses are used. Instead, references are used to establish variable names for objects.

Automatic Variables: In C/C++, memory for variables declared within functions (i.e., local variables) will
normally be allocated automatically, on the stack. In Java, all memory for non-intrinsic data objects must be
acquired with the new operator.

Dynamic Memory Management: In C++, memory is dynamically assigned by the programmer (using the new
operator) and must also explicitly be freed (using the delete operator). In Java, a garbage collection process
automatically locates the memory associated with any object that is no longer referenced within the program,
meaning no explicit deletion is required.

Global Data and Functions: In C++, data and functions can be declared outside of any class definition. (In C, all
functions are declared that way). In Java, all data and functions must be declared within class definitions. Like
C++, however, a static declaration may be used to make member data/functions object dependent.

Inheritance: Unlike C++, Java permits only one parent per class. Many benefits of multiple inheritance be
achieved, however, using JavaInterfaces. Java class constructor functions can also explicitly invoke parent
constructors with the super keyword.

Boolean Expressions: In C/C++, boolean (false/true) expressions translate to 0, nonzero integers. In Java, test are
done with the boolean data type. As a result, expressions containing && and || stop evaluating an expression once
its results are known to be true or false, referred to as a shortcircuit. The & and | operators, in contrast, evaluate
both sides of their expressions even if the final result is already known (e.g., the left side of an & expression is
false ).



Java vs. C++:  
Excerpted from "Java Software Solutions" by Lewis & Loftus, Appendix I, pp. 609-614

No automatic documentation generation.Automatic generation of documentation in
HTML format. 

No multithreading.Supports multithreading. 
Architecture specific.Architecture neutral. 
Fast execution.Slower execution when interpreted. 
Compiled.Combination of compiled and interpreted. 
No automatic garbage collection.Automatic garbage collection. 

No relationship to networks or the Web.Specifically attuned to network and Web
processing. 

C++Java  
Java versus C++: Special characteristics



Can mask identifiers through scope.Cannot mask identifiers through scope. 

Character escape sequences must appear in a
string or character literal.

Character escape sequences can appear in a
program. 

Global variables.No global variables. 
Main function can return a value.Main method cannot return a value. 

Command-line arguments do not include the
program name.

Command-line arguments do not include the
program name. 

No labels on break and continue.Labels on break and continue. 
gotoNo goto 
const reference parameters.No const reference parameters. 
Optional function parameters.No optional method parameters. 
Variable-length parameter lists.No variable-length parameter lists. 
Comma operator.No comma operator. 
Heavy reliance on preprocessor.No preprocessor. 
Explicit forward referencing required.No forward referencing required. 

Method bodies must be defined inside the class
to which they belong.

Method bodies must be defined inside the class
to which they belong. 

C++Java
Java versus C++: General programming issues



Virtual functions are dynamically bound.All methods (except final methods) are
dynamically bound. 

Operator overloading.No operator overloading. 
Templates as parameterized type.No parameterized type. 
No formal interface specifications.Formal interface specifications. 
Multiple inheritance.No multiple inheritance. 
Can have stand-along functions.All functions (methods) are part of a class. 
Hybrid between procedural and object-oriented.Pure object-oriented language. 

C++Java  
Java versus C++: Object-oriented programming

No automatic initialization of variables.Variables are automatically initialized. 

Integer results are interpreted as boolean
conditions.

Conditions must be boolean expressions. 
No explicit boolean data type.Boolean data type primitive. 
8-bit ASCII characters.16-bit Unicode characters. 

Primitive type size varies by platform.All primitive types are a fixed size for all
platforms. 

Signed and unsigned numeric types.All numeric types are signed. 

Separate types for structs, unions, enums, and
arrays.

All nonprimitive types are objects. 
Various type categories.Two type categories. 

C++Java  
Java versus C++: Primitive types



   

typedef to define types.No typedef. 

Use line continuation (\) for long string literals.Use string concatenation operator for long string
literals. 

String concatenation through a library function.Built-in string concatenation operator(+). 
Strings are null-terminated character arrays.Strings are objects. 

Array lengths in multidimensional arrays are all
the same size in a give dimension, fixed by the
declaration.

Array lengths in multidimensional arrays can
vary from one element to the next within one
dimension. 

No automatically array bounds checking.Arrays automatically check index limits. 

Array references translate to pointer arithmetic.Array references are not translated to pointer
arithmetic. 

Pointers, with dereferencing (* or ->) and
address (&) operators.

References, with no explicit pointer
manipulation and no pointer arithmetic. 

C++Java  
Java versus C++: Pointers and data structures

   



Object-oriented programming:  C++  vs.  Java
(http://www.cs.sjsu.edu/faculty/smithj/oldclass/152f03/Cppjava.html)

always permitted (although
inapplicable to final methods)

permitted if base class method is virtualdynamic binding of methods
to messages (true
polymorphism)

permitted unless base class
method is final

always permittedredefinition of base class
methods in derived classes

label as abstractno special syntax required; any class with an
abstract method is abstract

abstract classes
label as abstractsuffix the prototype with = 0abstract methods

Use the instanceof operator to
determine whether the run-time
type is as expected.

Calling typeid with the type name will return
a reference to a type_info. The dynamic_cast
operator can be used to determine whether the
run-time type is as expected.

run-time type determination

Use superAfter the name and parameter list of the base
class, put a colon, the call to the derived class
constructor, and any initializers of the derived
class; e.g.Derived(int x, int y) : Base(x),
myfield(y) {...}

calling the base class
constructor in the derived
class constructor

After the derived class name,
use extends followed by the
base class name

After the derived class name, put a colon, the
type of inheritance, and the base class
name(s); e.g. class Derived : public Base {...};

specifying the class(es) from
which a class is derived

public, private, protected,
private protected, default These
modify variables, methods, and
classes.

public, private, protected.These may label
sections of code.They may also specify types
of inheritance

security levels

ObjectNone available. Templates are available to
support generic programming.

universal superclass
JavaC++Issue


